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Slovenia’s first ‘one stop’ moulder accelerates switch to all-electric

Iskra ISD Plast d.o.o. is continuing to fast track its switch to all-electric injection moulding (eIMM),
adding to its extensive range of Sumitomo (SHI) Demag machines with an IntElect 220-560.
Operating out of its headquarters in Kranj, Iskra was the first plastics processor in Slovenia to offer
its extensive global automotive and white electrical goods customers a complete moulding, product
design and moulding making service, including the full assembly of units on request.

A subsidiary of Iskra ISD d.o.o. corporation, Iskra ISD Plast has developed a widespread international
reputation for its technical engineering know-how.  Unsurprisingly, their automotive clients
comprise some of the biggest industry names where precision and performance are paramount,
including Audi and VW.

The manufacturer’s production hall houses almost sixty IM machines with clamping forces ranging
from between 250 and 3,500. One third are Sumitomo (SHI) Demag machines, with the IntElect
range the mainstay of production within the company. “Electric machines are highly precise and
easily outperform their hydraulic counterparts,“ says Danilo Ekar, Managing Director of Iskra ISD
Plast.

A large majority of materials processed in Kranj are industrial plastics, with many parts built to
withstand high temperatures and deliver substantial impact strength. With a growing automotive
clientele - currently representing approximately 20% of Iskra’s business at the Slovenian plant - the
team needed a machine for a new line to mould under-the-hood applications that would deliver a
higher compressive strength and rigidity.

Ekar explains why the IntElect 200-560 was the perfect match: “Our new line produces thin-wall oil
filters made from PA66 GF30. This glass-fibre reinforced material is unusual for thin-wall parts. We
sought out a machine that could deliver very precise shot weights, highly dynamic injection and
highly reliable processes, combined with energy-efficiency savings and low noise emissions.”

Precision engineering at its most advanced

The new IntElect machine, equipped with a 4-cavity mould, has rapidly proved its value, delivering a
steady cycle time of six seconds, in addition to consistent part weights. The oil filter parts have a wall
thickness of 0.3mm and must adhere to tolerance variations of between plus/minus 0.02 mms. Such
narrow tolerances require maximum precision and constant processes, emphasises Ekar.

To enhance precision, reduce product defects as well as boost production efficiencies, additional
features were added to the machine, including an automated robotic removal system and two active
innovations unique to Sumitomo (SHI) Demag customers - activeLock and activeFlowBalance. Both
address two weak spots when moulding high precision components.

Using a rotating lock ring, activeLock securely closes the non-return valve during the injection and
hold process phase. During plasticising, activeLock opens due to the rotation of the screw and the
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melt flows through the free channels into the space in front. Post dosing, the screw turns in the
opposite direction and reliably closes the melt channels of the non-return valve.

Further improvements were attained with the introduction of activeFlowBalance, which balances
pressure ratios between mould cavities. The technology, which was awarded Gold at Plastpol 2014,
is especially beneficial for injection processes that have a sensitive transition from injecting to hold
pressure, highlights Nigel Flowers, managing director at Sumitomo (SHI) Demag UK.

Nigel explains how it works: “Filling levels are balanced quickly without affecting the cycle times. A
key advantage of activeFlowBalance is the ease with which it can be deployed. The technology
counters complications such as flash formation, mould damage and under-filling for applications
which, up until now, have required complex adjustments. In addition, it enables a reduction in clamp
force, reducing mould wear and delivers an overall saving in energy consumption. More than 50% of
our Global customers specified their machines with activeFlowBalance last year.”

Having already attained their industry certification standard ISO TS 16949 and invested in
automation and all-electric equipment last year, the Slovenian company is continuing to push ahead
with its machine replacement programme and accelerate its growth in automotive.

Notes to the editor

Low resolution image/caption below
Image 1 - Happy customers - The team at Iskra ISD Plast are delighted with how their new IntElect
220 is performing

Image 2 - Quick robot removal of the finished parts from the 4-cavity mould ensures fast and reliable
processing
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Image 3 – The oil filter parts produced on the IntElect have a wall thickness of 0.3mm and must
adhere to tolerance variations of between plus/minus 0.02 mms.
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Sumitomo (SHI) Demag contact:
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T+44 (0)1296 739500 F +44 (0)1296 739501 E nigel.flowers@dpg.com W http://uk.sumitomo-shi-demag.eu/

Sumitomo (SHI) Demag Plastics Machinery UK Ltd. is a 100% wholly owned subsidiary of Demag Plastics
Group in Schwaig, Germany, established in 1956. Demag Plastics Group specialises in engineering injection
moulding machines with clamping forces between 250 kN and 20,000 kN. Used by many thousand injection
moulders all over the world, Demag Technology produces plastic parts made from thermoplastic, elastomer
and thermoset materials for a wide variety of end user industries. These include automotive, IT, packaging,
electric/electronic, medical and pharmaceutical, building products and leisure. Currently, Sumitomo (SHI)
Demag UK services more than 4,000 injection moulding machines in the UK and Ireland and has approximately
200 customers (Proctor & Gamble, Philips Avent, GCS Group and Hozelock are some of the most well-known).


